Краевая многопредметная дистанционная
олимпиада школьников «Интеллект»
Английский язык
Начальная школа 4 класс
Two point questions
Choose the best answer.

1. What will the weather be like?
Man: I hope you have a nice holiday with lots of sun.
Woman: Thanks, but I heard the weather forecast and it isn't very good.
Man: Is it going to rain?
Woman: It's worse than that. It's going to snow!

1)

2)

3)

4)

2. How far is the nearest trolleybus stop?
Woman: How far is the nearest trolleybus stop?
Man: Well, Johnson Street is the best one. Eight trolleybuses stop
there, but that's nearly five hundred metres away.
Woman: Isn't there one nearer?
Man: Well, there is one thirty metres away but it's not very good, only
one trolleybus stop there.
1)

EIGHT

2)

FIVE HUNDRED

3)

THIRTY

4)

ONE

3. Where is the woman going to go on holiday this year?
Man Are you going to go on holiday with your sister again this year?
Woman Yes, she comes home from Canada tomorrow, and then we're
going to go away next week.
Man Where are you going?
Woman I've booked a hotel in Turkey. My sister wanted to go to Italy
again, so I hope she doesn't mind.
1) CANADA
2) ITALY
Look and read. Choose the right sentence.
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3)

TURKEY

4)

RUSSIA
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4. 1) The time on the round clock is ten past nine.
2) The time on the round clock is quarter past nine.
3) The time on the round clock is quarter to nine.
4) The time on the round clock is nine past nine.
5. 1) The woman with a baby has got a fan in her hand.
2) The woman with a baby has got a flag in her hand.
3) The woman with a baby has got a bag in her hand.
4) The woman with a baby has got a cat in her hand.
6. 1) The man in the uniform has got a red flag in his hand.
2) The man in the uniform has got a green bag in his hand.
3) The man in the uniform has got a red train in his hand.
4) The man in the uniform has got a green flag in his hand.
Choose the right word.

7. You find this in the kitchen. It is cold inside.
1)

sugar

2)

salt

3)

a fridge

4)

cupboard

4)

people

8. Trolleybuses, trams and some trains and lamps „eat‟ it.
1)

ice-cream

2)

electricity

3)

petrol

9. Trolleybuses and buses usually have four, trains eight and more.
1)

wheels

2)

passengers

3)

drivers

4)

kittens

.

10. These are made of metal. You cut food like bread and fruit with them.
1)

forks

2)

spoons

3)

knives

4)

cats

Three point questions
Choose the right word.

11. I don't know what ........ with that old washing machine.
1)

do

2)

doing

3)

does

4)

to do

washing

4)

washed

4)

stays

4)

helping

12. I decided......... the car yesterday.
1)

to wash

2)

wash

3)

13. My parents don't let me......... out late at night.
1)

to stay

2)

staying

stay

3)

14. We will.........you with the housework.
1)

to help

2)

help

helped

3)

Read the text and choose the best answer.

THE FIRST RAILWAY
In 1604, the (15) railway in Britain was built. It was called a wagonway and
was made of (16). It was only 2 miles (3.4 kilometres) long, and cost £166.
Wooden railways were used throughout the country, but during the 1700s
and 1800s, (17) began making them out of iron. Iron railways could carry
heavier loads - and the wagons were now pulled by (18) instead of people.
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15. 1) first

2)

one

3)

alone

4)

a

16. 1) flowers

2)

tree

3)

wood

4)

forest

17. 1) rails

2)

people

3)

trains

4)

cats

18. 1) monsters 2) people

3)

wagons

4)

horses

19. Going by train always ……… me happy.
1)

makes

2)

does

has

3)

4)

feels

20. What kind of car ………?
1)

have she got

2)

does she have

3)

she has

4)

does she has

Five point questions
Read the text and choose the best answer.

INGRID MCFARLANE ZOO KEEPER
When I left school at eighteen, I got a job at a zoo as a student keeper.
Now, five years later, things have changed -I have passed my exams and I
am a full animal keeper.
The money is not good. I only get £9,000 a year. You have to be outside in
rain and snow, which is hard work, and you get very dirty. But this doesn't
matter to me because animals are the most important thing in my life!
There are a hundred monkeys and fifty deer in my part of the zoo and I give
them their food and clean their houses. I also need to watch them carefully
to be sure that they are all well. In fact, rhinos are my favourite animals and
so last year I went to Africa with a colleague for a month to study them.
The zoo is open every day and I work five different days each week. I live in
a small flat twenty minutes away and I get up at ten to seven and start work
at eight. The first thing I do when I get home at quarter past five is have a
shower!
21. Ingrid would like to
1) take some exams.
2) earn more money.
3) change her job.
4) buy a pet
22. How does Ingrid feel about working in bad weather?
1) She hates getting dirty.
2) She doesn't mind it.
3) She likes the snow.
4) She takes the trolleybus.
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23. If Ingrid doesn't check the monkeys,
1) they may become ill.
2) they may get hungry.
3) they may run away.
4) They may die
24. The animals Ingrid likes best are the
1) monkeys.
2) deer.
3) rhinos.
4) cats
25. Ingrid travelled to Africa
1) to have a month's holiday.
2) to visit a colleague there.
3) to learn more about some animals.
4) to get a new job
26. The zoo is open...
1) only five days a week.
2) seven days a week.
3) on different days every week.
4) only on Sundays
27. Ingrid arrives at her flat in the evening at...
1) five.
2) twenty past five.
3) ten to seven.
4) five fifteen.
Choose the right form.

28. My daughter ......... well.
1) always has eaten 2) has always eaten 3) has always eat 4) is always eat
Linguistic Problem Solving
You must get from the wood to home by changing ONE letter from the word so
that it means the same as the definition on the right.

29.

1)

COOL

2)

30.

1)

PORK

2)

WOOD
WOOL
WARM 3) POOL
COOK
CORK
CORE 3) CORN
COME
HOME
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4)

4)

You are here.
Sheep give it.
TOOL Not too cold.
You do it with food
It‟s in vine bottle.
CONE It‟s in an apple.
It‟s the past
participle of “come”
You live there.
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